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What has been 
worked on in the 
past month? 

This month I attended my first school meeting and held my meeting with 
the year leaders around introducing a stronger feedback loop with the 
reps in the school. 
 
From the school meeting, I spoke to the subject librarian for Architecture 
which sparks a lot of positive conversation about how this can be a 
beneficial process for our school and continuing the strong progress we 
made in this area from the last rep. 
 
Another strong communication from this meeting was with the first-year 
leader. We spoke about the student to student mentoring we want to put 
in place and are currently putting a meeting in place to try and act upon 
this. 
 
From the year leader meeting, I was able to gather important feedback 
from the year leaders about incorporating and better utilising the reps. 
The response was positive and hopefully, this will be facilitated as the 
academic year starts by both parties to offer a stronger, more reliable, 
feedback loop for students. 

Successes from 
the past month 
and any Reps 
Wins 

We were able to start to facilitate a strong relationship and feedback 
with the staff about the new reps coming in and how they can work 
together to resolve issues in a more effective and efficient process. This 
will hopefully save reps time as they can have more direct meetings that 
eat less into their study time which is valued dearly by all students on 
our course. 
 
We were also able to involve students in the clearing out and 
reorganisation of the studio, not just staff. This will hopefully set us up 
for a better start to the academic year and reassure these students in 
uncertain times which is a positive message to spread through our 
school and the student body. 
 
I have also spoken to the incoming first years with the other third years 
to help to give advice and answer the new cohorts queries. This will 
hopefully provide them comfort in what could be a daunting year to 
begin their time at Lincoln. 

Plans for next 
month 

In the next month, University will commence again so there are a few 
final meetings I have to finalise some suggestions we have given to the 
staff who have responded excellently with bringing these in and realising 
where the students will stand. 
 
Starting to introduce the Why arts matter campaign into the school 
better. Last year a lot of students involved themselves in the 
Universities' creative showcase page which we will be encouraging 
students to do more of this year. 

 


